RG 7118 LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE OF ANCIENT GREECE MINOR

Effective FA01/1360 (09/05/2001)

RQ 3000 Required Courses for Language, Literature and Culture of Ancient Greece Minor

Effective FA01/1360 (09/05/2001)

LN 0010 Limit 3 hours of GREEK 499 (make no exceptions here)
LN 0020 Upper Level Courses in Greek Language and Literature
LN 0030 Introductory Course in Greek Civilization, Archaeology, or History
LN 0040 Upper Level Course in Greek Civilization, Archaeology, or History

RQ 3001 Total Hours and GPA Requirement for Language, Literature and Culture of Ancient Greece Minor

Effective FA01/1360 (09/05/2001)

LN 0010 Minimum 10 hours taken in residence
LN 0020 Minimum 16 hours in the minor
LN 0040 Minimum 2.0 GPA in the minor (precondition not in 000021)